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Rule VII 

A compound noun (numerical + noun) is not used in plural if a noun does the 

work of an adjective. For example 

(i) Ten-day tour              (ii) A ten-mile race 

(iii) A ten-year old boy   (iv) He is ten years old. (Correct) 

(v) A five-rupee note     (vi) Five-foot long room 

RULE VIII 

Nouns expressing number are used in singular with numerical adjectives. 

‘Two hundred, two thousand, five dozen, two score, two million, three lakh.’ 

For example 

(i) I gave him two hundreds rupees. (Omit ‘s’ in 'hundreds’) 

(ii) I gave him five dozens pencils.  (Omit ‘s’ in 'dozens’)  

(iii) There are hundreds of partially built houses.        (Correct) 

 Rule IX 

 Use of Apostrophe with ‘s’ 

(A)  The use of apostrophe with Y is not correct in the case of non-living things. 

 restricted only to living things, time, weight, distance, amount or 

 personified nouns. 

(i)  The table's wood. (Incorrect) 

(ii)  Boy's hand.  

(iii)  Time's march.  

(iv)  A one-kilometre's journey.  

(v)  A rupee's worth. 

(vi)  A night's journey.  
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(vii)  A metre's length.  

(viii)  Nature's laws.  

(ix)  A week's holiday. 

(B)  Two nouns in the possessive case denote plural form. When apostrophe 

 with ‘s’ is used with one noun, it expresses singular form. For example  

(i)  Sheela and Rohit's father. (the father of both Sheela and (ii) Sheela's and 

 Rohit's fathers are meeting today.        (fathers of Sheela and 

(C)  With compound nouns apostrophe with ‘s’ should be added only with the 

 word. 

(i)  Mother-in-law's behaviour  

(ii)  Maid-servant's absence. 

(D)  Pronouns are written by omitting apostrophe but ‘s’ is added. For example 

(i)  Yours truly  

(ii)  Its colour  

(Hi)  Hers                                                     

(iv)  It's (It is) 

(E)  Possessive case is indicated by apostrophe without ‘s’ after Plural nouns 

 or-endingwith ‘s’.  

(i)  John Keats' poems.  

(ii)  Girls' Hostel.  

(iii)  Dickens' novels. 

(iv) Jesus' sake.  

(v)  Kalidas' works. 

(F)  (a)  'Else’ combined with indefinite pronouns (somebody, any body, 

  nobody etc) is expressed in possessive case as somebody else's in  

  place of somebody’s else. 
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 Rule: 

 (b)  The correct expression 'whose else' should be used in place of the  

  wrong expression 'who else's'. However 'who else' is correct.  

(i)  This is not my book. This is somebody's else (Say somebody else's)  

(ii)  Who else is coming?               (Correct)  

(iii)  Who else's book is this?          (Use 'whose else' in place of 'who else's') 

NOTE: 'Who' should be converted into possessive 'whose'. So 'whose else' is 

  correct. 

 Rule X 

 Two adjectives denoting different meanings and qualifying the same noun 

 are plural and are used with plural verbs. For example  

(i) Cultural and social life in India are changing. 

(ii) Summer and winter vacation are compulsory in our schools. 

 Rule XI 

 Noun after preposition is repeated in singular form. For example  

(i)  Word for word.     

(ii)  Hour after hour.       

(iii)  Door to door. 

 Rule XII 

 The use of fractions. 

(i) One and a half years are wasted.   (ii) A year and a half is wasted. 

(iii)  One and a half hours are wasted. (iv) An hour and a half is wasted. 

 Rule XIII 

 A student is required to study the plural forms of certain nouns carefully.  

 Such nouns along with their plural forms are given below 
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Singular 

Form 

 

Plural Form 

 

Singular Form 

 

Plural Form 

 

commander-

in-chief 

 

Commanders-

in-chief 

 

Medium 

 

Media 

 

major 

General 

 

Major General 

 

Forum 

 

Forums, Fora 

 

Attorney 

General 

 

Attorneys 

General 

 

Stadium 

 

Stadia 

 

servant 

 

Maid servants 

 

Criterion 

 

Criteria 

 

Looker-on 

 

Lookers-on 

 

Phenomenon 

 

Phenomena 

 

Passer by 

 

Passers by 

 

Formula 

 

Formulae 

 

Mother-in-

law 

 

Mothers-in-law 

 

Oasis 

 

Oases 

 

Man servant 

 

Men servants 

 

Lacuna 

 

Lacunae 

 

Woman 

servant 

 

Women 

servants 

 

Erratum 

 

Errata 
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M.A. 

 

MA's 

 

Memorandum 

 

Memoranda 

 

Mouse 

 

Mice 

 

Alumnus 

 

Alumni 

 

Ox 

 

Oxen 

 

Syllabus 

 

Syllabi 

 

Datum 

 

Data 

 

Addendum 

 

Addenda 

 

 

Work Book Exercise A 

Directions Spot the error, if any, in the following sentences.       

1.  Catties are not allowed to enter this ground. 

2.  The enemy has received many informations regarding the activities of the 

 army of our neighbouring country. 

3.  Order has been issued for his transfer to another district but he has not 

 received them so far. 

4.  The hills of the Uttar Pradesh abound in beautiful sceneries and 

 visitors are attracted to it every year. 

5.  Although she has studied English for almost a year, she has yet to learn the 

 alphabets. 

6.  There are two scores of books which are lying unused in the library. 

7.  Children are prone to making mischiefs if they have nothing to do. 

8.  Sheeps are economically useful and so they are reared in the hills. 

9.  I have not gone through the letter and so I am not aware of its content 

10.  Twenty catties were found wandering on the road. 
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11. I shall not attend the meeting since I have many works to complete with' 

 allotted time. 

12.  It is difficult to find man servant in big cities because they are engaged 

 other profitable professions. 

13.  All his sister-in-laws are married and settled in U.K. 

14.  You should always be true to your words if you are to succeed in life. 

15.  It is a pity that even five years old boys are engaged in hazardous factories 

16.  I gave him two five hundred-rupees notes for depositing in my savir 

 account. 

17.  It is never my business to give an advice to those who are not sensiE 

 enough to deal with their own problems. 

18.  The committee is divided over the issue of his appoinment and this rsj 

 resulted in much rancour among its members. 

19.  I don't think it is your house. It is somebody's else. 

20.  There is a lack of girl's schools in the town and many parents don't like 

 send their children to co-educational institutions. 

Work Book Exercise B 

Directions Spot the error, if any, in the following sentences. 

1.  Ration has run out and the District Magistrate has been informed. 

2.  The table's wood is infested with mite and I am likely to dispose it of. 

3.  The morale of the army was high because the news coming from the front 

 were very encouraging. 

4.  The majority likes reading sensational stories and watching western 

 movies. 

5.  A variety of books is available in the market to help the students qualify 

 the competitive examinations. 
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6.  Variety are the spice of life otherwise life may become dull and drab. 

7.  Lots of friends come to meet him whenever he visits his home town. 

8.  He never believes in using a fair means because they are not acceptable in 

 this materialistic age. 

9.  A plenty of informations about his activities was passed on to his boss. 

10.  I can't come to you now because a lot of works remains to be done. 

11.  All the evidences against him were rejected by the High Court. 

12.  Commander's-in-chief orders arrived late and the forces had to retreat. 

13.  Have you deposited the proceed in the Bank or not? 

14.  You can buy the scissors that is sharp. 

15.  He goes fishing everyday and brings a lot of fishes that his wife cooks for 

 him. 

16.  The house is made of bricks and stones, not of marbles. 

17.  A pair of spectacles have been found in the library. 

18.  This data are very useful to arrive at correct conclusion. 

19.  What is the criteria of selection in the examination? 

20.  A farmer was leading oxes to his field for ploughing early in the morning. 

ANSWERS 

Work Book Exercise A 

1.  Cattle' in place of 'Catties' 

2.  many pieces of information'/much information 

3.  Orders have' in place of 'Order has' 

4.  scenery' in place of 'sceneries' 

5.  alphabet' in place of 'alphabets' 

6.  'score' in place of 'scores' 

7.  'mischief in place of 'mischiefs' 
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8.  'Sheep are' in place of 'Sheeps are' 

9.  'contents' in place of 'content' 

10.  'Twenty head of cattle' in place of Twenty catties' 

11.  'much work' in place of 'many works' 

12.  'men servants' in place of 'man servants 

13.  'sisters-in-iaw' in place of sister-in-laws' 

14.  'word' in place of 'words' 

15.  'five year old boys' in place of 'five years old boys. 

16.  'rupee' in place of 'rupees' 

17.  'advice'/ 'a piece of advice' 

18.  'are' in place of 'is' 

19.  'somebody else's in place of 'somebody's else'  

20.  'girls' school' in place of 'girl's school' 

Work Book Exercise B 

1.  Rations have' in place of 'Ration has' 

2.  The wood of the table1 in place of Table's wood' 

3.  'was very encouraging' in place of 'were very encouraging' 

4.  'like' in place of 'likes' 

5.  'are' in place of 'is' 

6.  'is' in place of 'are' 

7.  No error, 'a lot' of and lots of (both are correct) 

8.  Remove 'a' before 'fair means' 

9.  'information' in place of 'informations' 

10.  'work' in place of 'works' 

11.  'evidence' in place of 'evidences' and 'was' in place of 'were1 

12.  'Commander-in-Chiefs in place of 'commander's-in-chief 
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13.  'proceeds' in place of 'proceed' 

14.  'are' in place of is' 

15.  'fish' in place of 'fishes' 

16.  Say 'brick and stone marble' 

17.  'has been' in place of 'have been' 

18.  These data' in place of This data' 

19.  'criterion' in place of 'criteria1 

20.  'oxen' of 'axes' 
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